Premium Select Silver

Important Note: Please carefully review the Terms and Conditions of each offer for restrictions and limitations. Please note that some offers are negative option plans, meaning that your credit card will be automatically billed if you do not cancel your trial or subscription within a certain period of time.

Yoga International 3-Month Subscription
Yoga students, teachers, and aspiring teachers can deepen their knowledge and practice with expert-led classes, courses, and articles. With over 1,000 classes that range from 15 - 120 minutes to choose from, there will always be a practice that matches your intention for the day. Yoga International is grounded in diversity, accessibility, and is designed for everybody, everywhere.

Yoga International Meditations and Relaxations Skill
With the Yoga International Alexa skill, it’s even easier to build a yoga practice that fits into your schedule. Enable this skill to access 10-minute guided yoga classes and relaxation sessions.

America’s Test Kitchen Digital All Access 3-Month Subscription
Get all access to 25 years of most reliable recipes and cooking tips from America’s Test Kitchen. Trusted by millions of home cooks for everyday dinners to special occasions, every recipe is tested up to 100 times by our test cooks and approved by home cook volunteers. Use our ingredient ratings and cookware reviews to shop smart.

America’s Test Kitchen Daily Cooking Q&A Skill
We cover techniques, ingredients, recipes, quick tips and more with a new Q&A posted every weekday.

Merriam-Webster Unabridged 1-Year Subscription
Merriam-Webster Unabridged is one of the largest, most comprehensive American dictionary currently available online. Access 700,000 definitions with enriched content, updated vocabulary, and new features. It is an essential source of updated information on the English language.

Merriam-Webster Word of the Day Skill
Use your Flash Briefing to build your vocabulary: get the word of the day feed from Merriam-Webster, the dictionary people. You’ll learn the meaning, history, and fun facts about each word. Example sentences from contemporary writers will help you to use the word properly.

History Vault 3-Month Service
Watch classic series, probing documentaries and cutting-edge specials from HISTORY channel. From series like America The Story of Us and Modern Marvels, to specials about ancient cultures and military tech, HISTORY Vault is the streaming destination for exploring the past, present and future.

This Day in History Alexa Skill
History happens every day! Check in with Alexa to find out about the historical events that happened on this day and every other day of the year. Come back each day and say ‘Alexa, launch This Day in History’ to hear the top historical event for the day.
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